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Despite the impact Corona made and
continues to make on our daily lives, ISEA
managed to remain fully operational,
thanks to all our staff members who implemented all necessary measures and followed them up carefully.
I would like to report on the new major
research projects that started at ISEA,
i.e. 2nd Phase of Flexible Electrical Network Research CAMPUS and the Cluster
for Battery Utilization. Please note that
on Sept. 23 we are organizing the FGLA
Colloquium "Failure Mechanisms and
Reliability of Electrical Drive Trains - Power
Electronics, Batteries, Drives" and on Nov.
2-4 the IEEE Workshop on Electronic Grid.
Looking forward to meeting you online at
these events.
Wishing you a nice and safe summer holiday.
Rik W. De Doncker

FEN Approval of the 2nd Funding Phase
Research Campus Flexible Electrical Networks (FEN)
For five years, FEN has been researching
and developing innovative technologies for
more efficient, sustainable and secure power grids together with its partners from
RWTH Aachen University and industry. In
particular, direct current (DC) technology
and the inclusion of decentralized and renewable energy sources play an important
role.
The past year 2019 was outstanding in several respects, as the four projects running
since 2014, which include the studies on
physiological and medical issues conducted by UKA staff, were to come to an end

last fall and the continuation of funding for
the research campus was pending.

a period of about five to ten years after the
end of the new projects.

Preparations for the application for the renewal of the research campus funding already started at the begin of 2018 with the
development of the Research Agenda for a
second funding phase in broadly organized
workshops involving all partners of the research campus. From 2019 onwards, project outlines were developed together with
interested partners. Their long-term goal is
to lay the foundations for a realistic medium-term implementation of the research
results in commercial products, i.e. within

The end of June 2019 was the deadline for
submitting the so called-progress report,
actually being the continuation application,
to the BMBF and the project management
agencies, respectively, consisting of a review of the current situation, strategy and
concepts for the next five years, six project
outlines and the binding commitment to
long-term participation in the FEN research
campus of RWTH Aachen University with
16 professorships and nine commercial
partners.
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In July, an inspection by independent experts followed, who were introduced to
the research campus and its activities with
lectures and a tour of the various research
activities.
On November 19, the research grid was finally ceremonially commissioned as a result
of the landmark project from the first funding
phase after a five-year planning and construction phase. In addition to the RWTH
and the industrial consortium and WDR
television, Manfred Nettekoven, Chancellor of RWTH Aachen University, and Frank
Schäfer, Head of the Networks and Storage
Division of EnergyAgency.NRW, were also
present as guests of honor [Photo] Together with them and our partners Thierry
Belgrand, Senior Expert Strategic Business
Development at thyssenkrupp Electrical
Steel, Robert Heiliger, Project Portfolio Manager at E.ON, and Björn Riemer, Head of
Simulation at Schaffner Group, Professor
Rik De Doncker, Director of the E.ON Energy Research Center (E.ON ERC) at RWTH
Aachen University and spokesman of the
FEN research campus, opened the official
startup of the MVDC grid on the Melaten
campus.
.
Only a few days later, on November 25th
in Berlin, the last step to obtain the second
funding phase, which could be done by the
research campus itself, was the presentation of future strategy and concept to the
high-ranking jury of the BMBF. This presentation was given jointly by Prof. De Doncker (PGS/ISEA), Dr. von Bloh (AixControl)
as speakers and Prof. Böschen (humtec)
and Mr. von Bodenhausen (EATON) as "seconds".
Shortly before Christmas, Project Management Jülich made the hoped-for announcement, namely that the jury recommended the FEN research campus for further
funding and that the BMBF agreed to the
recommendation.
In January 2020, the FEN research campus
finally received a call to prepare regular full
proposals from the previous project outlines
and submit them by the end of January
2020. This extremely demanding deadline
resulted from the objective of receiving a
notification of funding as early as April 1.
For some of the partners, this was their first
participation in such an application process.
Thanks to the enormous commitment of all
those involved, the project proposals could
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be submitted in time. On May 1, the funding
decisions for all six projects applied for were
finally sent by the project management organization with only minor adjustments.
Over the next five years, in addition to independent activities, six projects with a total
volume of approximately 11 million euros
will be funded at the FEN Research Campus
by the BMBF's funding initiative "Research
Campus - Public-Private Partnership for Innovation" with a total of 10 million euros, of
which 8.9 million euros will be provided to
the RWTH. The topics of these projects are:
• DC Socio-Economics (03SF0592):
Niche Readiness and Market Diffusion of
DC Technologies
This project looks at socio-economic factors and mechanisms that are relevant for
the emergence of niches in which commercially viable and socially embeddable
DC technologies for electrical grids can be
established, and how a market diffusion of
such technologies can emerge and lead to
far-reaching transformation processes.

• DC-Sek (03SF0594): Control and automation of hybrid AC/DC distribution grids,
under consideration of cyber physical security aspects
In this project novel control structures and
strategies are developed for different control levels of local hybrid AC/DC distribution
grids, operating isolated or in connection
with the main grid. Furthermore, in the future, increasingly digitalized networks will
become cyber physical infrastructures for
whose safety automation solutions are
to be developed according to the "secure-by-design" principle.
• ESCape (03SF0595): Uniform protection architecture for DC networks at system
and component level
ESCape deals with a generally applicable protection architecture for DC networks
and taking advantage of controlled fault
current limitation and hybrid circuit breakers
for DC networks

• FlexGrids (03SF0593): Planning and
Operation of Flexible Electric Distribution
Networks of the Future

• ScaLE (03SF0596): Systematic and
application-wide comparison of power
electronic converters and components for
DC networks

FlexGrids investigates the optimized planning of DC grids with simultaneous inclusion of the medium and low voltage levels,
and under this condition a comparison of
DC grid technology and AC technology for
an evaluation and estimation of future development priorities.

ScaLE aims at the investigation of a Multi-Application-Multi-Objective-Optimization
(MAMOO) algorithm for a cross-application and systematic comparison of different
converter topologies, which should lead directly to optimal design decisions in the development of power electronic converters
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for DC networks depending on application
and specification.
• InEEd-DC (03SF0597): Integrative
Coupling of Energy Carriers in the Network-bound End Supply Area with Focus
on Mobility and DC-based Applications

In InEEd-DC, a holistic view of sector coupling in the environment of neighborhoods,
industrial plants, electro-mobility with novel
networking opportunities of the different
sectors using DC technology is carried
out, whereby different pro and consumer
classes as well as interactions between
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multisectorally coupled neighborhoods are
investigated.
In the meantime, the six research projects
have started. At the upcoming consortium
meeting on September 15th and 16th, the
research consortium will be informed about
the interim status for the first time.

Storage Systems Cluster for Battery Utilization
Cluster for Battery Utilisation Concepts “Batterienutzungskonzepte“ at ISEA
As part of the enveloping concept of the
battery research factory “Forschungsfabrik Batterie“, the BMBF recently approved
funding for a total of four additional competence clusters in the field of batteries with a
total funding amount of 100 million euros.
These complement the existing competence clusters for battery materials (ExcellBattMat), solid state batteries (FestBatt)
and battery cell production (ProZell) and the
modules of the research production line at
ZSW Ulm (FPL) and the battery cell research production line in Münster (FFB). Aim
of the concept is to strengthen battery research along the entire value chain and to accelerate the transfer of the results obtained
from research into industrial application.
The four new competence clusters named
Intelligent Battery Cell Production (InZePro),
Recycling/Green Battery (greenBatt), Analytics/Quality Control (AQua) and Battery
Utilization Concepts (BattNutzung) cover
all essential stages of the battery life cycle
from production to 2nd use and recycling.

© Copyright: ISEA

• Comparison of properties and requirement profiles of applications for battery cells

ISEA has applied for projects in all four new
clusters. However, the majority of projects
applied for is located in the cluster BattNutzung. In addition, Prof. Dirk Uwe Sauer is the coordinator of the Battery Usage
Concepts cluster. Thus, most of ISEA's research efforts within the framework of the
“Forschungsfabrik Batterie“ focuses on the
activities in this cluster.

• Assessment of aging, lifetime, performance and safety

Mission of the competence cluster BattNutzung is to support the development of new
material and cell concepts, in particular by
the following tasks:

• Analysis of scalability towards large battery cells and battery packs to shorten innovation cycles and time-to-market for new
materials and cells

• Development of novel methods for diagnostics
• Analysis of life cycle assessments and
availability of raw materials as part of the
cell’s development process
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As part of these tasks, this competence
cluster is researching methods for the comprehensive evaluation of new materials and
cells. The aim is to consider the possibilities
for realization and scaling of materials and
cells, as well as their possible applications in
various fields. Furthermore, the achievable
market volumes and business cases for the
new materials and cells are to be determined
in this cluster based on the expected and
achievable performance parameters. Also,
possible 2nd use applications will be considered and comprehensive life cycle assessments will be carried out taking into account
the availability of raw materials. By means
of all these newly developed methods,
the development focus will be directed towards the application requirements already
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in the early phases of the development pipelines within the research factory. The topics addressed in the competence cluster
BattNutzung thus cover the essential areas
of battery system research.
Activities in the Battery Utilization Concepts Cluster are coordinated by Prof. Dr.Ing. Andreas Jossen (Institute of Electrical
Energy Storage Technology (EES), Technical University of Munich) in the research
field "Safety and Performance", by Dr. rer.
nat. habil. Axel Müller-Groeling (Fraunhofer
Institute for Silicon Technology ISIT) in the
research field of "Battery System Assessment" and by Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Dirk Uwe
Sauer (Institute for Power Electronics and
Electrical Drives ISEA, RWTH Aachen University) in the field of "Ageing and Life Cycle
Prognosis".
Together with ther GreenBatt, competence
cluster, which provides the fundamentals
for sustainable recycling of batteries and
raw materials and closing material cycles
in the battery life cycle, the BattNutzung

cluster also forms the cross-sectional initiative "Battery Life Cycle". By linking the two
clusters and distributing information among
them, this initiative aims to achieve a holistic evaluation of concepts for secondary
use and recycling. The connection of the
two clusters is planned to be realized by
the joint cluster-accompanying project
"2nd Use & Green Battery" (GreenBat²Use).
Sub-goals of the cluster-accompanying
project GreenBat²Use include:
• Holistic evaluation of raw material cycles and 2nd use concepts
• Definition of references, standards and
scenarios for the cluster projects
• Merging of data, methods, tools and research results from the cluster projects
• Provision of methods and tools for overall system analysis and evaluation
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• Implementation of a tool for full system
analysis and evaluation based on scenarios
• Recommendations for political decision
makers
• Scientific management, coordination
and results controlling for the clusters
Hereby, the accompanying project is
planned to take over the central management of the two competence clusters BattNutzung and GreenBatt by coordinating
cluster activities, controlling results, monitoring progress, coordinating cluster communication and organizing cluster events.
In addition, research results will be bundled and integrated by bringing together the
data, methods, tools and findings from the
cluster projects in a central data and document exchange platform. Thus, the accompanying project not only acts as a link
between the two participating clusters, but
also controls information flows into the clusters and out of the clusters into industry and
the public.

PGS Workshop eGrid 2020
Researchers discuss innovation of power grids at eGrid2020
Together with the partners of the BMBF
Research Campus Flexible Electrical Networks (FEN), E.ON ERC will support hosting the 5th IEEE Workshop on the Electronic Grid (eGrid2020), which takes place
Nov. 2-4, 2020 at Eurogress, Aachen. eGrid
is organized by the IEEE Power and Energy
Society and the IEEE Power Electronics Society. The local organization is supported by
the IEEE German Section, the IEEE German
Joint Chapter IAS-PELS-IES and the Germany Chapter PES, as well as IEEE RWTH
Student Branch & PELS Student Chapter
Aachen.
For a successful energy transition towards
a CO2-neutral (electrical) energy supply, the
increased use of decentralize power generation, heat pumps for heating and cooling,

e-mobility and the cross-sector utilization
of renewable energy (Power-to-X) are indispensable. This in turn requires intelligent
grid structures with a high degree of flexibility and reliability both on the transmission
and the distribution grid levels.
With eGrid 2020, the organizers are aiming
at presenting innovative technology options
towards an efficient, sustainable and, at the
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same time, affordable adaptation of electrical networks with growing requirements.
Discussing these topics in detail with colleagues from the international professional
world is key to a successful implementation. Detailed information on the program,
exhibition, and the excursions (5 MW DC
PGS converter lab / 5 kV FEN campus DC
grid), as well as for the registration can be
found at https://egrid2020.org.
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Events Dates
20 August 2020
09:00 a. m.
online

PhD presentation: Lefei Ge
„Performance Enhancement of Switched Reluctance
Machines for High-speed Backup Generators“
Via video stream. Dial-in data are available by e-mail. Registration at veranstaltungen@isea.rwth-aachen.de

21 August 2020
02:00 p. m.
online

PhD presentation: Markus Neubert
„Modeling, Synthesis and Operation of Multiport-Active Bridge Converters“
Via video stream. Dial-in data are available by e-mail. Registration at veranstaltungen@isea.rwth-aachen.de

28 August 2020
09:00 a. m.
online

PhD presentation: Philipp Schülting
„Modeling, Synthesis and Operation of Multiport-Active Bridge Converters“
Via video stream. Dial-in data are available by e-mail. Registration at veranstaltungen@isea.rwth-aachen.de

17 - 18 September 2020
Aachen

Seminar „Lithium Ion Batteries for on-board systems,
hybrid and electric vehicles”
https://www.hdt.de/lithium-ionen-batterien-fuer-bordnetze-hybrid-und-elektrofahrzeuge-h010011568?number=H010098270

23 September 2020
Aachen

SAVE-THE-DATE:
FGLA Colloquium "Failure Mechanisms and
Reliability of Electrical Drive Trains –
Power Electronics, Batteries, Drives"

28 September 2020
online

Batteryday Online 2020
https://battery-power.online/home/

2 - 4 November 2020
Aachen

5th IEEE Workshop on the Electronic Grid (eGrid 2020)
https://egrid2020.org

27 - 29 April 2021
Aachen

Battery Conference 2021
https://battery-power.eu/

15 - 16 June 2021
Aachen

International Conference EEHE (Electric/Electronic
in Hybrid and Electric Vehicles and electrical Energy
Management)
Call for Papers: Deadline October 31, 2020
https://eehe.de/en/
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Dissertations
Shenghui Cui
Modular Multilevel DC-DC
Converters Interconnecting
High-Voltage and Medium-Voltage DC Grids

This dissertation proposes an isolated
bi-directional soft-switching dc-dc converter for interconnection of medium-voltage
(MV) dc distribution grids and high-voltage
(HV) dc transmission grids. The proposed
converter combines parallel-connected
two-level converters (TLCs) on the MV
side and a modular multilevel converter
(MMC) on the HV side, and it is named the

TLC-MMC converter. A dedicated operation method of the TLC-MMC converter
is developed, whereby a certain reactive
current is injected into the MV side by the
MMC to realize soft-switching operation
and low total device ratings of power-semiconductor devices (PSDs) in the TLCs on
the MV side. Compared to the existing topologies dedicated to this application, the
TLC-MMC converter presents significantly
reduced active and passive components
Shenghui Cui worked
and lower PSD losses over a wide power
from 2015 to 2019 as
range at variable input and output voltaa research associate
ges. The topics on topology, control, and
at Institute for Power
Electronics and Electri- fault-tolerant operation of the TLC-MMC
cal Drives. Today, he is converter are covered in this dissertation
Senior Scientist at PGS. with simulations and experimental verifications by a down-scale prototype.
The dissertation is volume 68 of the E.ON
ERC series and is available online at
https://publications.rwth-aachen.de/record/762795/files/762795.pdf

Julia Badeda
Modeling and Steering of
Multi-Use Operation with
Uninterruptible Power Supply
Systems Utilizing the Example of Lead-Acid Batteries

Julia Badeda
Modeling and Steering of Multi-Use
Operation with Uninterruptible Power Supply
Systems Utilizing the Example of Lead-Acid
Batteries

The electrical power grid has a high demand for flexibility, which can also be met
by battery energy storage systems (BESS)
as one option. In competition, however, the
high costs per kW and kWh of batteries are
an obstacle. Yields can be increased by
upgrading existing BESS and combining
different applications, the so-called multi-use application. BESS in industrial uninterruptible power supply systems (UPS) are
Julia Badeda worked
from 2012 to 2015 as
research associate
and from 2015 as head
of section of "Grid
Integration and Storage System Analysis."
Currently, she works
at ABO Wind AG.

Aachener Beiträge des ISEA Band 135
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investigated as a solution approach in this
thesis. From the foreseeable applications,
an analysis of the most attractive opportunities in the German Market is made. For
the simulation of the electrical behaviour of
a UPS battery in multi-use applications an
equivalent electrical circuit (EEC) model was
developed and parameterized with a battery commonly used in UPS applications.
The electrical model was combined with a
physicochemical ageing model to evaluate
the economic value added of multi-use vs.
stand-alone application. For model implementation and application in battery diagnostics, the influence of relevant aging mechanisms on the impedance spectrum of a
lead-acid battery is further investigated.
The dissertation is volume 135 of the Aachener Beiträge des ISEA and is available
online at https://publications.rwth-aachen.
de/record/789815/files/789815.pdf
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Björn Kleinsteinberg
Energy Efficiency Increase
of a Vanadium Redox Flow
Battery with a Power-Based
Model

Björn Kleinsteinberg
Energy Efficiency Increase of a Vanadium
Redox Flow Battery with a Power-Based
Model



 


  






In this thesis the overall efficiency of a vanadium redox flow battery in different applications is investigated. Simple models of
the vanadium redox flow battery lead to an
ideal efficiency that exceeds the efficiencies
observed in applications as well as the efficiencies in the manufacturer's data sheets.
The developed model explains the reason
for this discrepancy by considering different
load profiles.
Björn Kleinsteinberg
worked from 2014
to 2019 as research
associate in the
research group „Modelling, Analytics and
Lifetime Prediction“.
Currently, he works at
HELLA GmbH.

Experimental data are used to parameterize
the model components. The modelling of
the stack using the Nernst equation contains inaccuracies which have been minimized empirically. The behavior during load
pauses and the analysis of the crossover
within the stack at different load states
show possibilities for the optimization of the
operation strategy. The individual design of
the energy storage system for each application can increase the overall efficiency.
For this purpose, a modular design of the
energy storage system with optimized dimensioning of the components was modeled and simulated.
The dissertation is volume 136 of the Aachener Beiträge des ISEA and is available
online at https://publications.rwth-aachen.
de/record/792409/files/792409.pdf
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Georg Angenendt
Operation, Optimization and
Additional Market Participation of Households with PV
Battery Storage System and
Power-to-Heat Application

Georg Angenendt
Operation, Optimization and Additional
Market Participation of Households with PV
Battery Storage System and Power-to-Heat
Application

PV Generator

Heat pump load

Georg Angenendt
worked from 2014
to 2019 as research
associate in the research group „Grid Integration and Storage
System Analysis“. In
2020 he founded the
ACCURE Battery Intelligence GmbH with
other ISEA alumni.

Battery
Converter

Buffer storage DHW storage

Sector coupling allows the use of electricity
from renewable sources in different sectors
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A key
factor for this is renewable electricity from
domestic photovoltaic systems that can be
used in the heating sector through power-to-heat coupling. The power generated
by the photovoltaic system is in this case

Grid connection

Aachener Beiträge des ISEA Band 139

used for space heating as well as hot water
preparation. In this dissertation, a detailed
simulation model of an integrated home
consisting of a photovoltaic system, a battery storage and power-to-heat coupling
is developed to investigate cost reduction
potentials.
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Cost reduction can be achieved by advanced operation strategies, optimization of
component sizes, and market participation.
The results indicate that integrated homes
with optimized component sizes and advanced operation strategies are economically competitive to households with fossil
heating concepts. During winter, storage
systems in integrated homes are not used
to their full capacity due to the low solar
irradiation. These unused capacities can
be employed to improve the economics of
integrated homes by implementing a second-use scheme. Second-use describes
the value stacking of home storage operation and participation on energy markets,
e.g. the control reserve market. Besides
enhanced economics, a participation in the
control reserve market can improve grid
stability and hence support further integration of renewable energies.
The dissertation is volume 139 of the Aachener Beiträge des ISEA and is available
online https://publications.rwth-aachen.de/
record/789457/files/789457.pdf

